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which allow to update and to query the common store,in terms of the logical notions of consistency, conjunc-tion and entailment supported by a given underlyingconstraint system. An intriguing question however isto what extent the incorporation of synchronizationmechanisms that are intended to describe 'ow of con-trol' features, still allows a declarative interpretationof ccp programs, i.e. to view a program as a logicaltheory and the output of its computations as its logicalconsequences.>From a purely semantical point of view, there is noclear evidence of a declarative interpretation. Indeedthe semantic structures needed to give compositional(fully abstract) models for the standard input/outputbehaviour of ccp programs are similar to those used,for example, for imperative languages based on asyn-chronous communicationmechanisms ([6]) and are es-sentially more complicated than those used for pure(constraint) logic languages ([3, 17]). It should benoted that for the deterministic fragment of ccp thereexists an elegant denotational semantics based on clo-sure operators [26], which in [21] are shown to be in-timately related to the logic of constraints.The main result of this paper is the introductionof a proof-theory for ccp, i.e. a calculus for provingcorrectness of ccp programs (or, in other words, anaxiomatic semantics) which does provide a declarativeinterpretation of ccp. The issue of the design of proofsystems appropriate to proving correctness of ccp pro-grams has received no attention so far. For logic lan-guages like Prolog the proof techniques of Hoare-Logic([16]) have been applied in [10] to reason about prop-erties of the ow of control and a process algebra forccp has been developed in [8] along the lines of ACP([5]). The focus of this paper concerns more generallythe development of calculi for the correctness of ccpprograms with respect to a �rst-order speci�cation ofwhat the program is supposed to compute.A proof-theory for a concurrent imperative languagein general relates the `how', that is, the ow of con-trol described by a program, to the `what', a speci-�cation of the program in some (usually �rst-order)logic. To relate these two di�erent worlds, the store-as-valuation semantics (or state-based semantics, forshort) of an imperative program is lifted to a pred-icate transformer semantics based on the notion of



the weakest precondition or, equivalently, the strongestpostcondition ([12]). Since the standard semantics ofccp can already be viewed as a predicate (i.e., store-as-constraint) transformer semantics it is rather naturalto expect that the semantics itself can be used to provecorrectness of programs. This then would provide astrong evidence for the declarative nature of ccp.Unfortunately one can argue that the above sug-gested expectation is not justi�ed. Consider the fol-lowing simple ccp program:(ask(x = 0)! tell(y = 1))+(ask(x = 1)! tell(y = 1))This program adds y = 1 to the store in case the initialstore either entails x = 0 or x = 1 (otherwise it sus-pends). Thus one would like to state that the aboveprogram satis�es the speci�cation (x = 0 _ x = 1) !y = 1, i.e. every terminating computation results in astore such that whenever x = 0 or x = 1 then y = 1is guaranteed to hold. However this correctness state-ment cannot be justi�ed semantically: Intuitively thetell operation tell(x = 0 _ x = 1) satis�es the spec-i�cation x = 0 _ x = 1. Thus one would expect theparallel composition( (ask (x = 0)! tell(y = 1))+(ask (x = 1)! tell(y = 1)) )ktell(x = 0 _ x = 1)to satisfy(x = 0 _ x = 1) ^ ((x = 0 _ x = 1)! y = 1)which would imply y = 1. However the above parallelprogram does not satisfy y = 1 since x = 0_x = 1 nei-ther entails x = 0 nor x = 1, so the program will sus-pend after the tell action. This simple example showsthat one cannot reason about the non-deterministicchoice in terms of the disjunction of the underlyingconstraint system.In this paper we introduce a speci�cation logic toreason about the correctness of ccp programs in termsof properties of constraints. A property is described interms of constraints themselves and the usual (classi-cal) logical operations of negation, conjunction andexistential quanti�cation. A property described bya constraint is interpreted as the set of constraintsthat entail it (here the entailment relation stems fromthe underlying constraint system). The logical op-erations of disjunction, negation etc, then are inter-preted in terms of the corresponding set-theoretic op-erations. This de�nition of the speci�cation logic al-lows a direct correspondence between the program-ming constructs of ccp and their logical counterparts:

For example, action pre�xing corresponds to implica-tion, non-deterministic choice to disjunction and par-allel composition to conjunction.>From a semantical point of view this nice corre-spondence derives from the compositionality of a no-tion of observables which associates to a ccp programthe set of all its possible outputs (of terminating com-putations). This notion of observables is generallyknown in the imperative tradition as the strongestpostcondition of a program given the precondition true(the set of all initial states). The strongest postcondi-tion semantics of a program supports the concept ofpartial correctness: A program P is said to be par-tially correct with respect to a (�rst-order) speci�ca-tion � i� all terminating computations of P result ina state (or constraint) satisfying �, i.e. the strongestpostcondition of P is contained in the meaning of �.A compositional axiomatization of this notion of par-tial correctness for concurrent imperative programsrequires in general the introduction of some kind ofhistory variables which encode the sequence of inter-actions (or communications) of a process with its en-vironment ([30]). In contrast, the monotonic compu-tational model of ccp allows to incorporate the rele-vant assumptions about the parallel environment inthe intial store, and to express logically the interac-tive behaviour of a process in terms of implication: Aspeci�cation �!  can be interpreted as stating thatif the environment provides � then  is guaranteed tohold.The strongest postcondition of a ccp program pro-vides an abstraction of the standard input/outputbehaviour of ccp programs and as such it allows asimple compositional semantics (parallel compositionis modelled by set-theoretic intersection and non-deterministic choice by union). Thus the strongestpostcondition semantics supports a declarative inter-pretation of ccp programs, i.e. they can be viewed astheories in the speci�cation logic.The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.In the next section we introduce some basic notions onccp languages. In section 3 we formalize the conceptof partial correctness for ccp programs by introducinga speci�cation logic. Section 4 contains the strongestpostcondition semantics and the proof system for ccp.In section 5 we show how the proof system can be usedfor the transformational design of ccp programs alongthe lines of [19]. Section 6 concludes.2 PreliminariesIn this section we give the basic de�nitions of ccp lan-guages following [25]. We refer to that paper for moredetails. The ccp languages are de�ned parametricallywrt to a given constraint system. The notion of con-



straint system has been formalized in [25] followingScott's treatment of information systems ([27]). Thebasic ingredients are a set of primitive constraints D,each expressing some partial information, and a com-pact entailment relation ` de�ned on D. This givesbasically an information system with the consistencystructure removed. Then, following the usual con-struction, a constraint system is obtained by consider-ing sets of primitive constraints and by extending theentailment relation on it in such a way that the re-sulting structure is a complete algebraic lattice. Thisensures the e�ectiveness of the extended entailmentrelation. Here we only consider the resulting struc-ture.De�nition 2.1 A constraint system is a complete al-gebraic lattice hC;�;t; true; falsei where t is the luboperation, and true, false are the least and the great-est elements of C, respectively.Following the standard terminology and notation,instead of � we will refer to its inverse relation, de-noted by ` and called entailment. Formally, 8c; d 2C: c ` d , d � c: In order to treat the hiding op-erator of the language a general notion of existentialquanti�er is introduced which is formalized in termsof cylindric algebras ([15]). This leads to the conceptof cylindric constraint system. In the following, we as-sume given a (denumerable) set of variables Var withtypical elements x; y; z; : : :.De�nition 2.2 Let hC;�;t; true; falsei be a con-straint system. Assume that for each x 2 Var a func-tion 9x : C ! C is de�ned such that for any c; d 2 C:(i) c ` 9x(c),(ii) if c ` d then 9x(c) ` 9x(d),(iii) 9x(c t 9x(d)) = 9x(c) t 9x(d),(iv) 9x(9y(c)) = 9y(9x(c)).Then C = hC;�;t; true; false;Var; 9i is a cylindricconstraint system.In the sequel we will identify a system C with itsunderlying set of constraints C. Finally, in order tomodel parameter passing, diagonal elements ([15]) areadded to the primitive constraints: We assume that,for x; y ranging in Var , D contains the constraints dxywhich satisfy the following axioms.(i) true ` dxx,(ii) if z 6= x; y then dxy = 9z(dxz t dzy),(iii) if x 6= y then dxy t 9x(c t dxy) ` c.

Note that if C models the equality theory, then theelements dxy can be thought of as the formulas x =y. In the following 9x(c) is denoted by 9xc with theconvention that, in case of ambiguity, the scope of 9xis limited to the �rst constraint subexpression. (So,for instance, 9xc t d stands for 9x(c) t d.)De�nition 2.3 Assuming a given cylindric con-straint system C the syntax of agents is given by thefollowing grammar:A ::= stop j tell(c) j Pni=1 ask (ci)! Ai j A k A9xA j p(x)where the c; ci are supposed to be �nite constraints(i.e. algebraic elements) in C. A ccp process P isthen an object of the form D:A, where D is a set ofprocedure declarations of the form p(x) :: A and A isan agent.The deterministic agents are obtained by imposingthe restriction n = 1 in the previous grammar. Thestandard operational model of ccp can be describedby a transition system T = (Conf ;�!). The con�gu-rations (in) Conf are pairs consisting of a process, anda constraint in C representing the common store. Thetransition relation �!� Conf �Conf is described bythe (least relation satisfying the) rules R1-R6 of table1. The agent Stop represents successful termination.The basic actions are given by tell(c) and ask (c) con-structs which act on the common store. Given a stored, as shown by rule R1, the execution of tell(c) up-date the store to c t d. The action ask(c) representsa guard, i.e. a test on the current store d, whose ex-ecution does not modify d. We say that ask(c) is en-abled in d i� d ` c. According to rule R2 the guardedchoice operator gives rise to global non-determinism:the agentPni=1 ask(ci)! Ai nondeterministically se-lects one ask(ci) which is enabled in the current store,and then behaves like Ai. The external environmentcan then a�ect the choice since ask(c) is enabled i�the current store d entails c, and d can be modi�ed byother agents (rule R1). If no guard is enabled, thenthe guarded choice agent suspends, waiting for other(parallel) agents to add information to the store. Thesituation in which all the components of a system ofparallel agents suspend is called global suspension ordeadlock. The operator k represents parallel compo-sition which is described by rule R3 as interleaving.The agent 9xA behaves like A, with x considered localto A. To describe locality in rule R4 the syntax hasbeen extended by an agent 9dxA where d is a localstore of A containing information on x which is hid-den in the external store. Initially the local store isempty, i.e. 9xA = 9truexA. Rule R5 treats the caseof a procedure call when the actual parameter di�ers



from the formal parameter: It identi�es the formal pa-rameter as a local alias of the actual parameter. For acall involving the formal parameter a simple body re-placement su�ces (rule R6) since we are dealing witha call by name parameter mechanism.3 Properties as (sets of) con-straintsIn this section we formalize the concept of partial cor-rectness of ccp programs.De�nition 3.1 Given a constraint system C the syn-tax of properties of constraints is given by the follow-ing grammar: � ::= c j � ^  j :� j 9x�Properties are built up from constraints and theusual logical operations. Logical disjunction (_) andimplication (!) are de�ned in the usual way: �_ =df:(:� ^ : ) and � !  =df :� _  . A constraint cviewed as a property will be interpreted as the set ofconstraints d that entail c, i.e. as the upward closure"c of c in C (wrt the � ordering). Thus a constraint dsatis�es the (basic) property c i� d 2" c. The logicaloperations of conjunction and negation are interpretedin the classical way: a constraint c satis�es a property�^ i� it satis�es both � and  , a constraint c satis�esa property :� i� c does not satisfy �. Furthermore,a constraint c satis�es a property 9x� i� there existsa constraint d satisfying � such that 9xc = 9xd. Itis shown below that the syntactic di�erence between9x and 9x indeed corresponds to a semantical di�er-ence. Formally, the semantics of a property is de�nedas follows:De�nition 3.2 A property will be interpreted as theset of constraints which satisfy it:[[c]] = "c[[:�]] = (C n [[�]])[ ffalseg[[�^  ]] = [[�]]\ [[ ]][[9x�]] = 9x([[�]])where " c = fd j c � dg, and, for a set of constraintsf , the set 9x(f) denotesfd j there exists c 2 f: 9xc = 9xdg.Note that the semantics of :� is justi�ed by observ-ing that in the lattice of properties, ordered by �, themeaning of the property false is the set ffalseg whichacts as the greatest element. We have the followingtheorem:Theorem 3.3 Given a (cylindrical) constraint sys-tem C the set of its properties is a complemented dis-tributive cylindrical constraint system.

De�nition 3.4 A property � is called valid, notationj= �, i� every constraint c (of the given constraintsystem) satis�es the property, i.e. [[�]] = C, where Cdenotes the underlying constraint system.Example 3.5 A constraint e satis�es the propertyc_d i� e entails c or e entails d. A constraint e satis�esthe property :c i� e does not entail c. Note that ct dand c^d are equivalent properties, however the logicaloperations of negation, disjunction and quanti�cationdo not in generally correspond with the operations ofcomplement, greatest lower bound, and quanti�cationof the underlying constraint system. For example, ifcud denotes the greatest lower bound of c and d then(c _ d)! (c u d) is easily seen to be a valid property.But since c u d does not entail c or d, the reverse im-plication is not valid in general. A similar observationholds for a complemented constraint system. Also itis not di�cult to see that 9xc! 9xc is valid, but thatthe reverse implication does not hold.De�nition 3.6 Partial correctness assertions are ofthe form P sat � where P is a process and � is aproperty. The semantics of an assertion P sat �, withP closed (namely, every procedure occurring in P isdeclared), is given as follows:j= P sat � i� SP(P ) � [[�]]whereSP (P ) =def fd 2 C j there exist c 2 C and Qs.t. hP; ci �!� hQ; di 6�! gIntuitively P sat � holds i� every terminating compu-tation of P (for any input c) results in a constraint dwhich satis�es the property �. The set SP (P ) actu-ally describes the strongest postcondition of the pro-gram P with respect to the precondition true (ev-ery constraint satis�es the property true). The �-nal store of a terminating computation is often calledresting point because, essentially for the monotonic-ity of the tell operation and the fact that once an askoperation is enabled it cannot be disabled, we have:hP; ci �!� hQ; di 6�! i� there exists a derivationhP; di �!� hQ; di 6�!. Then SP(P ) can equivalentlybe characterized as follows:Proposition 3.7 For any closed process P , SP(P ) =fd 2 C j there exists Q s.t. hP; di �!� hQ; di 6�!g.4 A calculus for CCPIn order to obtain a calculus for partial correctnessassertions, we �rst introduce a compositional charac-terization of the operational semantics SP (P ). Tech-nically such a denotational semantics is used to prove



R1 hD:tell(c); di �! hD:Stop; c t diR2 hD:Pni=1 ask(ci)! Ai; di �! hD:Aj; di j 2 [1; n] and d ` ciR3 hD:A; ci �! hD:A0; c0ihD:A k B; ci �! hD:A0 k B; c0ihD:B k A; ci �! hD:B k A0; c0iR4 hD:A; dt 9xci �! hD:B; d0ihD:9dxA; ci �! hD:9d0xB; ct 9xd0iR5 hD:p(y); ci �! hD:9dxyxA; ci p(x) : �A 2 D; x 6= yR6 hD:p(x); ci �! hD:A; ci p(x) : �A 2 DTable 1: The (standard) transition system.soundness and completeness of the calculus. More in-terestingly, it turns out that we can obtain the rulesfor the proof system by simply \mirroring" the equa-tions of the denotational semantics. This is due tothe fact that the operators of the language are mod-elled in these equations by simple set theoretic notions(e.g. parallel composition as intersection) which in thespeci�cation logic can be replaced by the correspond-ing logical notions (e.g. intersection by conjunction).This simple compositional structure of the SP seman-tics gives a strong evidence of the declarative natureof this paradigm since, as shown in detail in the fol-lowing, it allows to view a program as a theory of thespeci�cation logic.De�nition 4.1 Given a program P , [[P ]](e) :Processes ! }(C) is de�ned by the equations in ta-ble 2 where � denotes the least �xpoint wrt subsetinclusion of elements of }(C) containing false. Here eis an environment which assigns a set of resting pointsto each procedure name.Theorem 4.2 For any closed program P we haveSP (P ) = [[P ]](e), e arbitrary.The �rst two equations of table 2 state that theagents stop and tell(c) have as resting points all theconstraints and all the constraints which entail c, re-spectively. Equation D2 states that d is a restingpoint of a guarded choice agent Pni=1 ask(ci) ! Aiif either it enables the guard ask(ci) and additionallyit is a resting point of Ai, or it does not enable anyguard (and hence the agent suspends). Equation D3is based on a simple semantic property: d is a rest-ing point of A k B i� d is a resting point of both Aand B. According to equation D4, the resting points

of the agent 9xA are all those constraints which areequal to a resting point of A up to the information onx. Finally recursion is modelled, as usual, by a least�xpoint construction. In rule D5 the variable y is as-sumed to be di�erent from the formal parameter andin rule D6 on the other hand x is assumed to be theformal parameter.For deterministic agents the semantics [[P ]](e) co-incides with the denotational semantics of [26], whichassociates with each deterministic agent its set of rest-ing points and which is a fully abstract characteriza-tion of its input/output behaviour. It is worth notingthat also in the case of nondeterministic processes theoperational semantics SP is compositional since it iswell known that the input/output behaviour of non-deterministic processes is not compositional ([26, 7]).As shown by the previous theorem, once we abstractfrom the �rst components of the i/o pairs we obtaincompositionality at the price of a loss of information.Indeed, while for deterministic agents we can extractthe i/o behaviour of P from SP(P ), this is not possiblefor non-deterministic agents. However, as previouslydiscussed, SP (P ) provides the information we are in-terested in also for non-deterministic agents since itde�nes exactly the strongest postcondition wrt true.The above theorem allows also an interpretation ofassertions P sat �, with P arbitrary (thus includingnon-closed processes). Namely, we can now de�ne j=P sat � i� e j= P sat �, for every environment e,where e j= P sat � i� [[P ]](e) � [[�]].In table 3 we de�ne a calculus for assertions P sat �using the usual natural deduction style. The rules C0-C4 are obtained essentially by a \procedural" readingof equations D0-D4 in table 2 and by a translation ofthe set-theoretic notions into the corresponding logical



D0 [[D:stop]](e) = CD1 [[D:tell(c)]](e) ="cD2 [[D:Pi ask (ci)! Ai]](e) = Ti(Cn "ci) [Si("ci \ [[D:Ai]](e))D3 [[D:A k B]](e) = [[D:A]](e) \ [[D:B]](e)D4 [[D:9xA]](e) = fd j there exists c 2 [[D:A]](e) s.t. 9xd = 9xcgD5 [[D:p(y)]](e) = [[D:9x(p(x) k tell(dxy))]](e)D6 [[D:p(x)]](e) = e(p) p 62 DD7 [[D:p(x)]](e) = �	where 	(f) = [[D n fpg:A]](eff=pg)), p(x) :: A 2 DTable 2: Strongest postcondition semantics of CCPones. Thus " (which for properties is given by theirinterpretation) is deleted, [ is turned into _ and \into ^.More precisely, fromD0 and D1, which are not in-ductively de�ned, we obtain two axioms. The agentstop satis�es the weakest property true (C0) and theagent tell(c) satis�es the property c (C1). The cor-responding operational intuitions are clear from thosegiven for D0 and D1.The rule for non-deterministic choice (C2) can bejusti�ed by considering equation D2: a resting pointof Pi ask (ci) ! Ai either does not entail any of theasked constraints ci, in which case it satis�es the prop-erty Vi:ci, or it entails ci and is a resting point of Ai,so by the premise it satis�es �i and thus it will satisfyci ^ �i. Note that for deterministic agents, rule C2reduces to D:A sat �D:ask (c)! A sat (c! �)since (c ^ �) _ :c is logically equivalent to c! �.The rules for parallel composition and hiding canbe obtained in a similar way from the correspond-ing equations. Note that 9x both in the languagesof properties and agents has the same meaning, whichis di�erent from the one of 9x in the constraint system.Reasoning about recursion is formalized in termsof a meta-rule (Scott-induction [28]) which allows toconclude that the agent p(x) satis�es a property �whenever the body of p(x) satis�es the same propertyassuming the conclusion of the rule. Finally, we havethe consequence rule C7 which states that if the pro-gram P satis�es � and � implies  in the underlyinglogic of properties then P satis�es  .

A formal justi�cation of the above calculus con-sists in establishing its soundness and completeness.Soundness means that every provable correctness as-sertion is valid: whenever ` P sat � then j= P sat �.Completeness on the other hand consists in the deriv-ability of every valid correctness assertion: wheneverj= P sat � then ` P sat �.Theorem 4.3 (Soundness) The proof system con-sisting of the rules C0-C7 is sound. More precisely,whenever P1 sat �1; : : : ; Pn sat �n ` P sat � ande j= Pi sat �i, for i = 1; : : : ; n, then e j= P sat �.ProofInduction on the length of the derivation. We treat thecase when the last rule applied is the recursion rule.Since the proof D nfpg:p(x) sat � ` D nfpg:A sat � isshorter than the current one the induction hypothesissays that for every environment e such that e j= D nfpg:p(x) sat � we also have that e j= D n fpg:A sat �.Let us take a particular e. We have to show that e j=D:p(x) sat �, or, in other words that [[D:p(x)]](e) �[[�]]. Now [[D:p(x)]](e) = �	, where �	 = Si fi, withf0 = ffalseg and fi+1 = [[Dnfpg:A]](effi=pg). Thus itsu�ces to prove by induction that for all n fn � [[�]].The base case is obvious. Suppose that fn � [[�]].So we have effn=pg j= D n fpg:p(x) sat �, and thuswe infer that effn=pg j= D n fpg:A sat �, that is,fn+1 = [[D n fpg:A]](effn=pg) � [[�]]. 2We prove completeness of the system in the sense ofCook ([11]): we assume given as additional axiomsall the valid properties and we assume the expressibil-ity of the strongest postcondition of a process P , i.e.



C0 D:stop sat trueC1 D:tell(c) sat cC2 D:Ai sat �i 8 i 2 f1; : : : ; ngD:Xi ask (ci)! Ai sat î :ci __i (ci ^ �i)C3 D:A sat � D:B sat  D:A k B sat � ^  C4 D:A sat �D:9xA sat 9x�C5 D n fpg:p(x) sat � ` D n fpg:A sat �D:p(x) sat � p(x) :: A 2 DC6 D:9x(p(x) k tell(x = y)) sat �D:p(y) sat �C7 P sat � �!  P sat  Table 3: A calculus for CCPthat there exists a property � such that SP (P ) = [[�]].Completeness then follows from an application of therecursion rule and from the following lemma:Lemma 4.4 Let D = fp1(x1) :: A1; : : : ; pn(xn) ::Ang. For every agent A in which there occur only callsof procedures of D, if j= D:A sat � then�1; : : : ;�n ` A sat �:where, for i = 1; : : : ; n, �i = pi(xi) sat SP(D:pi(xi)).Corollary 4.5 (Completeness) Wheneverj= P sat �, with P closed, then ` P sat �.ProofLet P = D:A, then by the lemma above it su�ces toshow that p(x) sat SP (p(x)), p declared in D. Againby the above lemma we have�1; : : : ;�n ` Ai sat SP (D:p(xi))where, for i = 1; : : : ; n, �i = pi(xi) sat SP (D:pi(xi))and p(xi) :: Ai 2 D (note that SP (D:Ai) =SP (pi(xi))). Now a repeated application of the re-cursion rule gives us ` pi(xi) sat SP (pi(xi)). 2Note that (if there exists a � such that SP(P ) =[[�]]) the rules C0-C6 give a calculus for the strongestpostcondition of P wrt true, and rule C7 allows toobtain weaker properties.

In general SP (P ) can be expressed in an extensionof the �rst-order logic of properties which includes re-cursively de�ned properties. Interpreting procedureidenti�ers as property variables the rules C0-C4 ofthe calculus allow to translate an agent into a re-cursively de�ned property. Note that the resultingproperty contains only positive occurrences of prop-erty variables, thus its meaning can be de�ned as theleast �xed point of a monotonic operator on the lat-tice of properties. Note also that the recursion rulefor procedures corresponds with the following rule forrecursively de�ned properties: [�=p]! �p(x)! �assuming the property p(x) to be (recursively) de�nedby  . The substitution [�=p] applied to p(x) resultsinto �, and applied to p(y), y distinct from x, into9x(�^ dxy).4.1 Local non-determinismIn order to illustrate the generality of our ap-proach for ccp languages we consider now a modi�-cation of the standard ccp operational model whereguarded choice is modelled by local (i.e. internal) non-determinism. The transition system Tl = (Conf ;�!l)is then obtained by adding rule R2l to rules R1-R6. The agent Pni=1 ask(ci) ! Ai can now non-



R2l hPni=1 ask(ci)! Ai; di �! hask(cj)! Aj ; di j 2 [1; n]; n > 1Table 4: The transition rule for local non-determinism.deterministically select one j 2 [1; n] and hence be-have like ask(cj) ! Aj (which is a shorthand forP1i=1 ask(cj) ! Aj) even if ask(cj) is not enabledin the current store. The external environment thencannot control the choice any more.The denotational semantics now is obtained by sub-stituting equation D2 in table 2 by the equation D2lgiven in table 5. Accordingly (writing :ci _ �i as animplication), the new proof system is obtained fromtable 3 by replacing rule C2 by the rule C2l givenin table 6. Soundness and (relative) completeness ofthis calculus can be proved analogously to the previouscase.Note that the semantics resulting from table 2 mod-i�ed by equation D2l is the one introduced in [18] forangelic ccp. The same semantics was used in [13] toapproximate the operational semantics obtained fromrules R1-R6 (i.e. with global choice) by observingthe upward closure of the set of the resting points ofa process P for a given input c.D2l [[D:Pi ask(ci)! Ai]](e) = Si(Cn"ci [ [[Ai]](e))Table 5: The equation for local non-determinismC2l D:Ai sat �i 8 i 2 f1; : : : ; ngD:Xi ask (ci)! Ai sat _i (ci ! �i)Table 6: The rule for local non-determinism4.2 Hoare logicWe have presented a calculus for assertions of the formP sat �. This allows to describe properties of the�nal states of ccp computations without consideringany assumption on the initial store.A natural extension would be to consider arbitrarypreconditions, i.e. to give a calculus for triples of theform f g P f�g in the classical Hoare-logic style, withthe intuitive meaning that if the computation of P

starts in a store which satis�es  and terminates ina state d, then d satis�es �. If preconditions are de-scribed by upward closed properties then triples arenot more expressive than the assertions considered inprevious sections. Indeed let us formally de�ne themeaning of a triple as follows:f g P f�g i� SP (P ) � [[�]]where SP	(P ) denotes the setfd j there exist c 2 [[ ]] and Q s.t.hP; ci �!� hQ; di 6�! g(the strongest postcondition wrt  ). Then, assumingthat " [[ ]] = [[ ]], it is easy to show that for any P ,SP	(P ) = SP (P )\ [[ ]] and hence, from the interpre-tation of !, f g P f�g i� P sat  ! �Upward closed properties can be syntactically char-acterized as formulas constructed from constraintsusing conjunction and disjunction only. The aboveequivalence shows that for these properties the sat sys-tem is expressive enough.Introducing preconditions containing negation isnot straightforward since it can easily be shown thatin this case the stronger postcondition semanticsSP	(P ) is not any more compositional (counterex-amples can be obtained by slight modi�cations of theusual ones which show that the input/output seman-tics is not compositional). A calculus for the strongestpostcondition semantics in the general case then wouldrequire additional proof-techniques similar to thoseused for imperative languages (e.g. test for inter-ference freedom [20], cooperation test [4]). But evenmore basically, allowing arbitrary preconditions doesnot even permit an axiomatization of the tell opera-tion; namely, it can be argued that there does not ex-ist a logical context C[x; y] such that for any property� and constraint c the strongest postcondition of thetell operation tell(c) wrt to � is described by C[�; c].Note, for example, that simply adding the constraint cto the precondition is incorrect: It would yield false asthe strongest postcondition of tell(c) with respect :c.Moreover, it is not clear how such a generality wouldreally improve the expressive power of the calculus, forccp languages, from the point of view of applications.



5 The transformational designof ccp programsIn this section we show how the programming logicof ccp can be used for the design of ccp programs bymeans of re�nement techniques.The main idea underlying the transformational ap-proach to the design of programs is the stepwise trans-formation of speci�cations into programs. To expressthe stepwise construction of a program it is convenientto introduce the formalism of mixed terms ([19]), i.e.terms that are constructed out of programs and spec-i�cations. In the case of ccp programs the strongestpostcondition semantics allows to view a program asa property of constraints. Formally we de�ne the lan-guage of mixed terms of programs and properties asfollows:� ::= c j tell(c) j Pi ask (ci)! �i j � ^� j � k �9x� j p(x) j :�The semantics of a mixed term is given with respectto a set of procedure declarations D and is obtainedfrom the semantics [[ ]] as previously de�ned. In fact,note that [[ ]] as de�ned in table 2 for agents and [[ ]]in de�nition 3.2 coincide if we identify k with ^ andtell(c) with c.In the mixed term formalism a partial correctnessassertion P sat � then corresponds to the implicationP ! �. Implication itself thus models the satisfactionor implementation or re�nement relation: A mixedterm � satis�es or implements or re�nes a mixed term	 i� �! 	 holds. Note that the re�nement relation,which is modelled by set-inclusion, corresponds with adecrease in non-determinism. An interesting exampleillustrating the above is the validity of the followingimplication (with a slight abuse of notation):(tell(c) + tell(d)) ! tell(c u d)(Here u denote the glb of the given underlying con-straint system.) So in the strongest postcondition se-mantics the non-determinism present in tell(c u d) isreduced by tell(c)+ tell(d) since in the latter programwe know that either c or d is told.A derivation of a ccp programP from a speci�cation� in this approach corresponds with a sequenceP � �n ! : : :! �1 � �of implications between mixed terms �1; : : :�n where�1 is the given speci�cation � and �n denotes the de-rived program. Furthermore each of the implications�i+1 ! �i is generated by an application of a transfor-mational rule. Such a rule either consists of some log-ical reasoning or a rule which allows the introductionof programming constructs. For example a rule whichallows the introduction of non-deterministic choice is

easily derived from the corresponding proof rule of theabove proof system for partial correctness:�i ! 	i 8 i 2 f1; : : : ; ng(Xi ask (ci)! �i)!_i (ci ^	i) _ î :ciNote that the proof rules for parallel (i.e. ^), thehiding operator and the consequence rule reduce topurely logical rules, and that the proof rule for proce-dures corresponds with the logical rule for recursivelyde�ned predicates.6 ConclusionsWe presented a compositional proof system which al-lows to prove partial correctness of concurrent con-straint programs and we proved its soundness and(relative) completeness. The rules of the calculusare obtained from the de�nition of a simple deno-tational semantics which describes the set of all theresting points of a ccp process. Indeed, such a notionof observable turns out to be compositional also forthe non-deterministic case and is informative enoughfor partial correctness since it corresponds exactly tothe strongest postcondition wrt the precondition true.Our results should be considered as the starting pointof a study of ccp languages which involves both theo-retical and practical aspects.>From a theoretic point of view, one of our maincontributions is to clarify the declarative nature ofccp languages and its advantages wrt other concurrentprogramming paradigms. Indeed the proof-theory wehave de�ned allows to consider a ccp program as alogical theory in the speci�cation logic by means of adirect translation of the language operators in theirclassical logical counterparts. An immediate outcomeof this \logical reading" of ccp programs is the sim-plicity of the calculus, especially if compared to proofsystems for concurrent imperative languages which in-volve complicated notions as, for example, a test forinterference freedom.Another interesting point is the close correspon-dence between program denotations and logics for ccp(actually they can be viewed as di�erent faces of thesame coin). A very relevant line of research has beendevoted in the past few years to establish closer linksbetween denotational and axiomatic semantics of pro-gramming languages, via a better understanding ofthe relations between topology (and domain-theory)and logics [22, 27, 29, 23]. The signi�cance of such aline was eventually made clear by Abramsky [1] whoexploited a seminal idea in [29]: the classic Stone rep-resentation theorem for Boolean algebras is the keyto establish a correspondence (actually a duality ofcategories) between denotational semantics (spaces of



points which are denotations of computational pro-cesses) and program logics (lattices of properties ofprocesses).The simplicity of our construction is essentially dueto the explicit logical interpretation of the basic pro-gramming constructs. Further investigation shouldclarify the relations between the logics of the con-straints system and the programming logic. More pre-cisely we aim at a complete axiomatization of the logicof properties.The advantages of obtaining a programming logicfrom a denotational semantics are self-evident in ourcase (consider for example the soundness and com-pleteness proofs). On the other hand, proof systemsfor imperative concurrent languages are often designedby using an \ad hoc ingenuity" and their soundnessand completeness are proved wrt an operational se-mantics using elaborate techniques [2].>From a pragmatic point of view, for any real pro-gramming language the importance of formal toolsto reason about the correctness of programs is ev-ident. The concurrent constraint paradigm has al-ready proved its usefulness in several implementations,including a commercial one [14]. Techniques basedon abstract interpretation have been used to analyzeproperties of ccp computations ([9, 13]), but as far aswe know, our is the �rst attempt to develop a for-mal calculus for (partial) correctness. Such a formalsystem should be viewed as a �rst step towards therealization of formal methods for the veri�cation andthe synthesis of ccp programs.Further directions which we are currently workingon include an extension of the calculus to in�nite com-putations and to the more general case of Hoare-tripleswith negative preconditions, and the development ofa re�nement calculus for program synthesis along thelines suggested in section 5.References[1] S. Abramsky. Domain Theory in Logical Form.Proceedings, Annual Symposium on Logic inComputer Science, pp. 47-53, IEEE CS, 1987.Extended version in Annals of Pure and AppliedLogic, 51: 1-77, 1991.[2] K.R. Apt. Formal justi�cation of a proof systemfor Communicating Sequential Processes. Journalof the ACM, 30:197{216, 1983.[3] K. R. Apt. Introduction to Logic Programming.In J. van Leeuwen, editor, Handbook of Theoret-ical Computer Science, volume B: Formal Mod-els and Semantics. Elsevier, Amsterdam and TheMIT Press, Cambridge, 1990.
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A AppendixAs an example of application of the proof system, weshow a derivation of the partial correctness assertionp(x; y) sat (x = 0 _ x > 0)! y = x!;for the procedure p(x; y) declared as p(x; y) :: A whereA = ask(x = 0)! tell(y = 1)+ask(x > 0)! A2andA2 = 9u; z(tell(u = x� 1) k tell(y = x � z) k p(u; z)):(we use + as a shorthand forP2i=1).According to the above speci�cation, this procedurecomputes the factorial of a given integer x. Here weassume that the underlying constraint domain allowsto express numerical constraint on the domain of (neg-ative and positive) integers. In the proof we use theshort notation x � 0 for x = 0 _ x > 0.1. p(x; y) sat x � 0! y = x!f assumption g2. p(x; y) k tell(x = u) k tell(y = z)) sat(x � 0! y = x!) ^ x = u ^ y = zf from 1, tell(x = u) sat x = u,tell(y = z) sat y = z and by C3 g3. 9x; y (p(x; y) k tell(x = u) k tell(y = z)) satu � 0! z = u!f by C4 and C7: Note that9x; y ( (x � 0! y = x!) ^ x = u ^ y = z)!(u � 0! z = u!) is valid g4. p(u; z) sat (u � 0)! z = u!f from 3 and by C6 g5. tell(u = x� 1) k tell(y = x � z) k p(u; z) sat(u � 0! z = u!)^ u = x� 1 ^ y = x � zf from 4, by C1 and C3 g6. A2 sat x > 0! y = x!f from 5, by C4 and C7 g7. tell(y = 1) sat y = 1f by C1 g8. A sat (x � 0)! y = x!f from 6, 7 and by C7: Note that( (:(x = 0) ^ :(x > 0)) _(x = 0 ^ y = 1) _ (x > 0 ^ (x > 0! y = x!)) )! (x � 0! y = x!) is valid g9. p(x; y) sat x � 0! y = x!f from 8 and by C5 g


